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Application of Specified BCH ECC Decoding Meihod to 

diffCDMA with the Continuou.s Shaping明1alshDS/SS Code 

連続波形Walsh直接拡散コードを用いた差分CDMAへ

のBCH誤り訂正符号の特殊符号方式の適用

KuixiYinへαndMasahishi KIshi州

股蚕喜、 岸政七

Abstract Jn this p白per， the new generator of continuous Walsh code as spread ~ spectrum code and the new 

decoding method利 CHc叫 ast-er附 correction(t三吟codeare applied to different凶 codingCDMA 

(abbreviated in diffCDMA) system. Jn this diffCDMA system， the instantaneous phase has already proposed in 

[J] and [21. As three important technologies to improve high capaciち1and co問 uerthe fatal transmission error 

when communications are carried from high speed running mobiles through such urban environment as rapid 

multi-ray Rayleigh channel. The error correction technologies are discussed in diffCDMA system with 

continuous Walsh code from the view points both of mathematical problems for communication theory and 
electronic circuit implementation 

10 INTRODUCTION 

The typical IMT・2000is an advance mobile 

telecommunication system that can provide 

various high quality se円 ices and service 

terrninal at the same time with high intelligence. 

According to IMT・2000recommendation， the 

diffCDMA system has been c1early shown on 

the deveJoping stages with employing such 

novel techniques as the continuouschip shaping 

囚!日官。
Fig.l The di仔CDMAtransmission module with 

continuity Walsh code and BCH ECC 
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secondary modulations， BCH t-error decoding 

and correcting， virtual segment interleaving， 

and etc. [1]. The translliIssion module of the 

diffCDMA with both chip continuity and 

shortened BCH (62， 39) ECC is shown in fig.l. 

The circuitry skeleton is almost the same to the 

existing CDMA transmission module only with 

exception of the two points. The forrner is 

employing the shortened BCH ECC circuit 

pre-fixed to the input terrninal. The later is chip 

continuity circuit CC， which is interpolated 

between the block ofDS/SS and block Wal. 

In fig.l， mark BI， BE， or S/P means the 

binary inforrnation resource， encode of BCH 

code， or serial-to-paralleJ converter circuit， 

respectively. And， mark DC， PC， MOD， or 

DS/SS means the differential code， phase 

continuity circuit， the primary modulation， or 

tl;le direct sequence spread spec仕um. Also 

mark WaJ， P/MODヲ orB/TX means Walsh 

spread spec廿um code generator， pilotl 

modulation， or band幽passfilter/Transmission 

unitヲrespectively

The total number of diffCDMA 
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transmission channel is 32 channels， where 

all of these channels are devoted to ca打 y

information with BCH coding. The receiving 

module scheme ofthe diffCDMA has shown in 

reference [2]， the total transmlssion channel 

number of diffCDMA is 32. In the 

conventional CDMA， the transmlssion channel 

number m is required to be larger than 

recelvmg speech channel m'， because of the 

pilot， controlラ andsynchronization are either 

carried through the-redundant m-m' channels in 

both cdmaOne and cdma2000. 

The computer simulation results are successful1y 

performed to improve two-ray Rayleigh fading of 10dB 

DUR with 1 micro-second delay spread robustness by 

vanishing bit e汀 orsvia employing the enhanced chip 

shaping， and BCH ( 63ヲ 39) at EM対oof 5db. lf 

communications are carried from 10 km/h walking 

pedestrian民 BERis null at 0 dbう iffrom 300 km / h 

running vehicles， or vanished at 2.5 db 

2. CONCEPT OF ANAL YTIC RECEiVING 

When system input signal is given by an arbitrary 

real function j(仰 in the diffCDMA system， the 

instantaneous phaseθ(1) and enveJope A(iりareglVen 

by eqs.l and 2 as follows. 

f (t) 
θ(t) = tan 一一一一

f (t) 
、auノ-

J
e
t
‘、

A(t) = R(;);j2(t) (2 ) 

The anal戸icsignal g(t) isラ thereforeラ spannedon 

the complex plane as shown in eq.3 

g(t) = A(t)eiB(I) (3) 

Here， f(t) is Hilbert transform of斤りp

j is complex unit， j = .jコ

The instantaneous phase difference 118;k (t) 

between two real functions fi(t) and ん(t) is 

strict!y derived from a product of corresponding 

analytic時 nal gi(t) and gk(t). Here， gk(t) is 

conjugate with the analytic signal gk(t) for input 

f" (t) . 

118ik (市 tan-1 {g; (t)g九(t)}

|市(I)-Bk(け}I= tan -lIA(t)A(t) eJ1.I7，(1}-l7k (T)f I 
=筑(t)-8k(t) (4) 

The analytic receiving for differential coding PSK 

has already suggested in equation 4. That is， substituting 

delayed function五(t-T) into eq.4 instead of λ(t)ヲ

the equation 4 gives demodulating phase values with 

most precision time resoJution as discussed in equation 

5. 

!1 e (t) = tan -J {g ( t) g本 (t-T)} (5) 

Here， T is symbol duration 

The equation 5 also shows the other significant 

results of analytic receiving for detecting in- and 

quadrature channel signalsラ i(t)and q(t). That is， 

g(t)g ... (t) 

=い)+ Jj(t)}{r(t -T)一Jj(t-T)} 

= V(t)f(t-T)+ j(t)j(t-T)} 

+ト J{j仏い(府tけ州削)げ附fパ(οt一T)ト一 f(ωtけ川山)以山fれ(t一T町)} (6め) 

(小川tト円刈一J引刊Tη叩)+川t
(7) 

q(οt) = f(οfけ)f(οt一T)一f(tけ)f(府t一T)

According to eqs. from 5 to 7， all functions of i(t)ラ

q(t) and !'!，.θ(1) are successed in excluding carrier 

frequency， and simultaneously described as full energy 

form with excluding frequency spectrum elimination. 

These equations will promise the advantages of 

toJerance both for frequency shift and multi-ray 

propagation. The circuitry configuration is directly 

illustrated for the analytic receiving from eqs.6 and 7 as 

shown in fig.2ラ wheremark H， Dラ MUL，or i: means 

Hilbert transformer， delay by symbol duration T， 

multiplierラ oradderラrespectively.
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The later will yields the most efficient frequency 

usage compensation function as the absoJute soJution 

for differential coding CDMA after de-spreading. The 

de-spreading in-channel signal ii (t) of code-i is given 

by eq.8 that Is is approximately given the averaged 

within the 鴨川Ish de-spreading code duration of 

1; (t)， fn(t -T)ラ 五(t)ラ or fn(t -T)， 

respectively. AIl of the pjJot signals are perfectly 

excJuded in this diffCDMA to yield the most efficient 

frequency usage. 

(間(t)ト(t).!;小ゆ山U一川

市(/)~W， (t)J;(t)H w，(t←-叫(t-η}
(8) 

いのかMゅのか一抑斗
ーいのか制(tト

Here， W1 (t) is the time t value 011-幼 code

Fig.2 Circuitry configuration of 

組 al戸icreceiving 

3，NE明Tgenerator of con.timlOUS明Talshcode 

The orthogonal Walsh sequence code is also 

employed in the DS/SS .of diffCDMA spread-

spectrum commumcations system. The new 

generator of continuous Walsh code is divided into 

generator device and chip continuous device [3]. The 

new generator of Hardemark sequence matrix is 

different from conventional method， for example， 

Kronecker product， quadratic residue generating 

method， and etc.， which will be facilitated with such 

significant functional blocks as add 1 counter register， 

adderl moduJus 2， multiplierラ andtransformer of 

from 0 to -1. The Hardemark sequence is recognized 

to be a kind ofWaJsh sequence matrix. 

A = [aikl i = 1，2，...，p， k == 1，2，"'，N;N == 2P (9) 

B = [bi;] == AT， j =日 ，p k=1，2""，N (10) 

In eqs.9 and ]0ラ aikand bゎ;is eJement of + 1 

counter register made of 0 and ]. The mathematical 

expression of N by N Hardamark Matrix generator is 

shown as eq.l1 that every sequence code of 

Hardemark Matrix must be a unique sequence code 

and must be orthogonal Walsh sequence codeラ aIid

this al10ws receivers to distinguish among different 

user signals 

W(p)=AxB 

I c" C ・・ C，.. I I ~II ~12 ~IN I 

-. ーー._~ _1  ••• I_~ 

I C." C ・・・ C "-!II.l I I ~ NI ~ N2 ~ NN I 
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In eq.l1， cυis a transformed element 仕om

Hardemark matrix H(P)， which represents the digit 

+ 1 or -1， and Cij is transferred to -} if whose value 

is Olmod 2， as follows. 
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ザ言。 kbulmod2=l
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FoJlowing to from eqs. 9 to 12， the new 

generator of orthogonal Walsh sequence code is 

simply implemented as shown in fig.3. In this figure， 

the mark A counter means a sequential register to get 

binary number from the 0 to N=2P holding eq.9 

Memory gives a number defined by the eq.1 O. Mark 

+] mean an adder by 1， and Tr means a transformer 

to merely change the value from 0 to -] if Cij is 0 in 

modulus 2 as defined by the eq.12. The new 

generator of orthogonal Walsh sequence code is 

discussed here to distinguished from existing Walsh 

sequence generator. 

For exampJe， consider about the 4 by 4 

Hardemark matrix H(2) . Values p and N are given 

by 2 and N=22 =4. Matrix A is defined as 4 rows by 

2 columns， and matrix B is a transported matrix of A 

of 2 rows and 4 coJumns， and matrix C is given as 4 

rows and 4 columns， as shown in eqs.13ラ 14ヲ and15， 

respectively. 

The orthogonality of Walsh sequence code is shown 

in fig.4 by its auto-correlation and cross-correlation 

defined by eq.16. As shown in fig.4， Zk show 

The chip shaping is effective in diffCDMA as shown 

in fig.5 for preventing exhaustion from 仕equency

resource in addition to saving transmission power. This 

chip shaping is also simpJy facilitated by inserting a 

'Ir出向岡山al_f叩ction'

inner product 
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Fig.4. Orthogonality pictorial scheme of Walsh 

code 

product of 32 by 32 dimensional Walsh matrix， 

which takes value 32 if i being equal to jラ andwhich 

vanishes .if i being different fromj・
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(15 ) 

Among co汀 esponding terminals， this 

orthogonality guarantees that plural pairs of subscribers 

can span distinguished channels between calling and 

called parties merely by matching the Walsh sequence 

code with each other 

Zk =エIH(5)υx  H (5)υ 

(16 ) 

functionaJ block of chip shaper between DS/SS and 

Walsh code generator of the diffCDMA system as 

shown in reference [3]. 

As shown c1earJy in白g.5，the spectrum bandwidth of c 

ー10
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Fig.5 The spectrum occupation comparison 

between continuous and discontinuous 

chip shaping ofWalsh code 
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ontinuous chip shaping Is nearly equivalent to a haJf of 

spectrum bandwidth of discontinuous chip shape of 

existing Walsh code. 

4.N耳鳴TMEτHODFOR BCH DECODING 

4.1 New Detectiolfl. Method 

Typical IMT-2000 Is able to procure the best 

communication under different transmission conditions. 

As co汀 ectingcode of the diffCDMA systemラ theBCH 

(63， 39， 4) is employed to co汀ectfour e汀orswithin 63 

bit block along individual bit string of 32k symbol / 

second [4] In this paper， t- e汀 ors correctlOn 

(t ::::: 2) are also discussed for BCH coding to yield 

BCH decoding method which is different from both 

existing Peterson's and other conventional BCH 

decoding method. This new decoding method does not 

use the Newton's identitiesラ巴町orlocation polynomial， 

nor e汀 orevaluation polynomial. 

The algebraic structure of BCH code is as well 

known as defined by the generating polynomial Gβ) as 

follows. Assuming that G(x) have eight minimal 

polynomialsラ M]似 M2的 M3(x)，• • • ， M8(x)， and 

that these polynomials have the same root of GFρのm

the case of generalityヲl.e‘M1(x)and M2(x) have the 

same roo1. The generating polynomial G(土)of quadrupJe 

cπor correction BCH code isラ therefore，defined as 

follows. 

G(x)=LCM{M1 (x)ラM2(x)ラM3(x)γ..，Mg(功}

= LCM{M1 (x)， M3 (x)ラM号(x)ラM7(x)}

= {(x6+x+l)x(x6+x4+x2+x+l)x 

(x6+ X5+X2+X十1)x(x6+x3+1)} (18) 

HereラLCMmeans the least common multiple 

Mj(エ)， M3(χ)，M訂正)or M7(王)is d，巳gree

6 minimal polynomial， respectively 

丁he generating poJynomial G(x) is modified as 

follows. 

G(X)=X24 +X23十X22十x20+ Xl9 + XI7 +X16 + XI3 

+xlO +x9 +XR +x6 +x5 +X4 +X2 +x+ 1 (1到

Generator G(x) being defined by eq.18 of order 24 

poJynomialヲ wecan calculate check matnx H， which is 

so called by panty-check matrix， sp昌nsby 63 rows and 

24 as shown in eq.20. 

a62 α61 a2 al aO 

α 。a60 。57 a6 a3 

H =1--SR 
α53 alO a5 (20) 

α 

a56 α49 α14 a7 
a Jlmod63 

Here，αis a primitive element 01 GF(26). 

The conventional check matrix H is also modified 

though finite group transform as a new check matnx国，

which is a kind of reduced echeJon form and expressed 

by linear combination of the information systematic 

code form as shown in eq.21 

αll，α11....ラO.，0ラα七αぺα39α2，d，αolT 

α27ラα23VHG7ラゲ， 0， 0， 0， 0， 0， 0 
H= 

α45ラα22….0ラ0，0， 0ラ0，0ラ。ラ O

α219α17…ー0，0ラ0，0， 0ラOヲ Oラ。

=[Pラ 124rラ (21) 

Here， P is αparity matrix 0139 rows by 24 columns， 124 

is order24 identiち}matri.χlor tetrα-errors correction 

This new check matrix H is recognized as a kind 

of Hamming cod with cyclic shift prope抗y.Error will 

be easily decoded through these cyclic shift and Iinear 

combination properties. That is， assuming that the 

E汀 orsyndrome being given by a vectorヲ日ラ ifonly 

one digit e汀 orexists. If quadruple . eηor existsう the

corresponding syndrome S Is autonomously given 

as shown in eq.22 by the summation of the four 

vectorsラ which are cyclically shi合ed H by 

individual number of error position. 

s =(亙+世;+母j+官k+e，)xH 

=亙xH+eixH+母jxH+ekxH+芭， xH

= 0+8; +Sj +Sk +S， 
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Here， x is receiving sequence of le時 th N. 

ei，"'，e/ meαn error， suffixes i， j， k， 1 a陀 int句erless 

than N. Si'・・.， S/ are syndromes， which αre also 

called by port syndrome. S is total syndrome. 

hiデ・ .， h/ are vector of the new check matrix H. 

Attention must be paid on that the new decoding 

method does not rely both on Newton's identities and 

error location polynomia1. The quadruple error is 

simply decoded for BCH e汀 orcorrection via using the 

new check matrix. 

4.2 Hard Error Detection 1阻 plementationfor 

Quadruple E:rrors 

Equation 22 shows schematic relationship between 

S and H to implement hard error detector as shown 

in fig.6. In fig.6ラ markF， C， or S register means the 

司agbit， 2・bitcomparator， or 24-bit syndrome regist民

respectively. And marks AC and ROM mean an 

addressing counter and a read only memory， which 

stores all vector of H. CON means a controller for 

all these functional blocks. 

When any less than quadruple eπors occur m 

y S 

S register 

62 t?↑↑ 

IC 0 N I 

Fig.6 Hard circuit for 4-errors decodir官 ofBCH code 

arbitrary positions， the value of syndrome register is 

not egual zero in unknown postions. Sequentially 

compaηng the value of syndrome with summation of 

four ROM value until the flag bit circuit match to 1. 

When the flag bit circuit equal to 1， each value of 

addressing counter AC shows plural values of the 

C汀 orlocation uniquely. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The computer simulations are successfully 

performed to improve robustness over two-ray 

Rayleigh fading channel at 10dB DUR with 1 micro-

second delay spread by employing newly proposed 

C汀 orcorrection schmem of BCH ( 63ラ 39，4). lf 

communications being carried from 10 km/h walking 

pedestrians， BER is vanished at 0 db Eb冷..[0.BER is 

also obsereved null at 2.5db Eb!No if from 200 kmlh 

running vehicles. 
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